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Technology on show 
 

Some of the technologies on show (we are still adding more as other Companies confirm) include: 

 

Company name Tech on show Benefits 

Thompson Group 
Main stand - focused 

on integrating 

technologies 

Explaining the benefits of integrated security, fire, communications 

and life safety systems to visitors 

Paxton 
Net2 / Net2 Entry / 

Net2 Paxlock Flagship PC based access control system, Net2, and their 

innovative video door entry system, Net2 Entry and Paxlock 

Salto 
Wirefree / Wireless / 

Mobile & Cloud 

Access Control 

Offering total control over who is able to access what, where and 

when at all times. Offering the ability to update and restrict access 

remotely 

Samsung (Hanwha 

Techwin) 
Retail solution HD CCTV and Security Management Software 

DVS 
Latest IP and analogue 

CCTV 

Showing high res images, face recognition, ANPR and mobile 

CCTV plus many more CCTV technologies 

Enigma 

Different types of gate 

drives, automatic 

barrier and a range of 

gsm intercoms  

Automatic gates and barriers and door and window security 

Commend 
Advanced intercom 

solutions 

Intercom solutions for the protection of people, buildings and 

assets 

Honeywell Security Maxpro Cloud 
Cloud based security using Galaxy, NetAXS and performance 

cameras 

Abloy 
CLIQ GO - Intelligent 

locking 

CLIQ GO is a simple electronic cylinder lock system which is easily 

programmed, amended and updated locally to customer's 

requirements. Simple and effective functionality for securing doors, 

cabinets and even padlocks 

Ievo 
Biometric access 

control readers 
Sub-dermal scanning technology 

Mayflex Data networks 
Reliable high speed data and voice connections and network 

infrastructure 

Star Leaf Video conferencing 
Enabling organisations to hold 'face to face' meetings in real time 

whilst being in different physical locations anywhere around the 

world 

Aldous systems 
Building automation - 

Leviton / Bitwise 

Intercom / 4K IP video distribution / network switches / integration 

of multiple end user control of devices 

Bosch 

Paviro Public Address 

and Voice Evacuation 

System and Dicentis 

wireless conference 

system 

High quality PA/VA is essential for dealing with security and safety 

challenges Paviro offers quick and easy set up, extreme flexibility 

in use and the Lowest power consumption of any system in this 

class. The Dicentis wireless conference system featuring standard 

Wi-Fi technology for compatibility with existing network. 

Thompson UC 

Hosted and VoIP 

Telephony services 

(including all calls, 

lines, handsets and 

more) PBX, 

Broadband, Wi-Fi, 

voice and data 

Our flagship hosted telephony platform ‘Omni’ is already saving 

our clients up to 70% off of their original telecoms costs 
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infrastructure and 

much more 

Notifier 

Pearl panel - Type B 

dependency and 

PA/VA plus CST 

paging system 

Reduction of false alarms in HMOs / improved communications in 

normal and emergency situations and a paging system – which is 

used to alert Fire Marshalls or people who may be hard of hearing. 

Drax Fire alarm GUI 
Advanced estate management GUI (Graphical User Interface) 

allowing Facilities and Estates Managers to view the health of all 

detection devices across their estate. 

C-Tec VA / Call systems 
Disabled refuge / induction loops / Quantec nurse call system / 

VADs - showing EVCS and we will also display no working AFILS, 

Sounder VAD’s etc. 

Thompson AVC - 

FRAs 

Fire Risk Assessments 

+ next generation app 

+ fire extinguisher 

demonstration 

Fully qualified and highly experienced Fire Risk Assessments. At 

TECHNOLOGY 2018, we will be launching our next generation PAS 

79 compliant Fire Risk Assessment app 

Sharp BigPAD Interactive Smartboard 

Casio Lampless Projectors Cost savings, speed of use, etc. from using lampless projectors 

Peerless Mounts, Brackets, etc. 
A market leading range of mounts, brackets, etc. for screens, video 

walls, tablets, etc. 

Sahara 
Interactive white 

boards - Clevertouch 
Interactive displays 

Signagelive signagelive 
Cloud based digital signage solution, offering a powerful, fully 

managed. scalable, easy to use and secure software platform for 

various vertical markets. 

Barco ClickShare 
Advanced screen sharing technology allowing anyone on almost 

any type of device and any operating system to instantly connect to 

the meeting room / conference room display at the click of a button 

Crestron Mercury and Fusion 
Unified Communications connectivity including a SIP phone, room 

scheduling, wireless presentation and much more. Enterprise 

Management control 

Thompson AVC 

Integrated systems, 

Hologram, Barco, 

Digital Signage and 

others 

Added value, functionality and benefits through the professional 

installation and integration of the latest technologies 
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Atmos VR 
Virtual Reality and 

laser scanning 

Experience the world of Virtual Reality and discuss how this can 

bring benefits to your organisation. 3D laser scanning to create 3D 

imagery of large scale environments at speed 

KGJ Insurance Brokers 
Ensure you have the best deal on the appropriate levels and types 

of cover for your organisation 

Mercedes 
3 x Mercedes and 1 x 

Smart car 

Latest Mercedes and Smart cars - bristling with the latest 

technology 

Byte My Tech 
Latest gadgets and 

technology 
Latest technology and gadgets for tech minded consumers 

 


